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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Didnt even show me
enough respect to call me and let me know. I will recommend this place to others and will come
back. Good people , as soon as I got there the service was awesome. Very friendly also had
nicely vehicle on the lot and they wasn't push at all. If any one looking to buy a nice car I will
recommend to check them out. Thanks again! The customer service was outstanding!!! I have
referred numerous amount of my clients to come purchase there next vehicle with them. They
backed out of the sale bc of supposed finance charges from lender. Also requested I go to their
website and enter my personal info Unfortunately I did but it seemed bogus un hindsight. Was
very good conversation. He was concerned about my preferences. Said he would keep me
updated. I had been in touch with the dealer by text several times before actually going to the
dealership. He was very prompt in getting back to me and very helpful. On the visit to the
dealership, he was kind and knowledgeable. Deale rpromptly contacted me as a result of my
e-mail. Test drove car at dealer and after negotiation purchased car. Great people to deal with,
very friendly and helpful. Cars are in top condition and well-maintained. I highly recommend this
dealer! I bought this Corvette and I love it great car!!! I'm, having contact on a regular basis
from the dealership, either phone calls or text messages, I'm looking forward to meeting
someone real soon to purchase a vehicle. Super friendly, easy to work with, trustworthy dealer!
I just bought a little Toyota Yaris that was in great shape. Highly recommend. Carmazen did
contact me but my spouse discouraged me from following up with them because of the vehicles
age. Got back to me first thing the next morning. They seem to be very all about the cars and
the customers which is excellent. The inventory at the time was impressive unfortunately was
unable to purchase due to my own issues. They have good military discounts and are very pro
service members. I give them big thumbs up 5 stars. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: chris. Winfield, KS Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. My BMW d is 6 years old with ,
miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will
continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great
engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation
of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first
bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year.
Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. It
was a fast and simple sale. They no longer had the vehicle that I wanted, but they still took the
time to call me. Very helpful - not pushy like most salespeople. Very knowledgeable and
pleasant to talk with. When asked - repeatedly - about availability, dealer's answer was "it's
sold" No follow up, no reference to other vehicles at dealership, no offer to help look Called
dealer I was told car was sold already but car is still listed on CarGurus. Dealer never responded
to site email, you have to call. Car we looked at had issues despite having a clean carfax. Back
axle was making the tires stick out an inch on one side and it was pushed in on the other side.
Car had no back speakers or spare tire and jack. Car was also burning oil and had a noticeable
oil leak. I bought this car! The dealer is super friendly and helpful. I had an overall great
experience! Found the car, went looked at it after hrs, made appt next day with them to test
drive. Ronnie was honest, polite, knowledgeable and we had great experience dealing with him.
Very clean car and the lot was clean and spacious. Absolutely the best small car lot not big
dealerships we visited throughout our process of finding the car we wanted and we visited 10
plus lots. Will def consider them for another vehicle! Dealer was very direct, appeared to be
honest and straightforward, and appeared to know his product. Although I did not end up
buying a vehicle through this dealer it is a 2 hour drive from my home , the dealership answered
my questions about the vehicle almost immediately. They were very polite and knowledgeable
about the vehicle and were forthcoming with prices regarding service plans. Even though we
didn't buy a car from them or anybody else for that matter, the staff was very helpful and polite.
I will contact them again when I'm in the market for another vehicle. Raheel was a pleasure to
work with. Offered a great vehicle, great customer service! Highly recommend! Got back to me
first thing the next morning. They seem to be very all about the cars and the customers which is
excellent. The inventory at the time was impressive unfortunately was unable to purchase due
to my own issues. They have good military discounts and are very pro service members. I give

them big thumbs up 5 stars. Salesman Len was really helpful with my trade in and financing I
took the the car home the same day Very good. Originally I had avoided this dealer because of
Patterson and I expected it was going to be a city car. I had a good experience. They were very
professional, very polite and I will gladly do business with them again. Car was sold days befor I
asked for information, yet still listed on Car Gurus. Easiest car buying experience. Robert was a
pleasure to work with. He was super friendly and accommodating. There was a great selection
of cars. We've been very happy with the car and will definitely be back. Helpful, not pushy.
Some really nice and helpful people. They knew I was just kicking tires. And that I was going to
look at another as well. But even the Finance manager came out to talk with me. I drove over an
hour to see the vehicle. I do not regret the trip. If I had not bought the other vehicle. Girl liked
the red instead of the blue. I would feel comfortable buying from them. My F will be ready to
trade in soon. I will keep them in mind. The sales representative contacted me in a timely
manner. He introduced himself and answered my question. He contacted me a couple of days
later to follow up. It was a pleasure interacting with the sales rep and Tindol Ford. Nice people.
Felt comfortable. We were able to take a long test drive and felt no pressure to buy.
Unfortunately our salesperson was very busy so we had a lengthy wait however there was fresh
coffee and plenty of seating. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Authorized BMW Dealer. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: Alfonso. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. My BMW d is 6 years old with ,
miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will
continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great
engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation
of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first
bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year.
Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Getting what we needed with no pressure on our budget was unexpected. They proved it is
possible. Thanks for the new car. Id give it no stars if I could. Would never recommend. Dealer
sold the car, it was never available. This and many other dealers have used these cars S a carrot
to lure clients in and then sell anything else they have at a higher price. Great cars and service!
Had a great deal but waited to long so if you see a car you like dont waste time! Visited the
location to see vehicle and the representative not knowledgeable promised to send me
additional information I requested. Never called back and when I returned to the dealership 2
days later was told the vehicle was sold. Received a call a week later to try to get me to buy
another car and the representative left me on hold! I did not buy a car, but they were quick to
respond to my request for more info and pictures. Felt no pressure. I had a great experience at
the dealer talking with Gary. I had done my research so knew the car I wanted. I took a test drive
and Gary answered all my questions. I really liked the fact that the paperwork was all on Doc u
sign, made it fast and easy and I was not there for hours, like I had experienced at other dealers.
The other part I liked, I had Gary all the way through the process, start to finish. A very honest
dealer needed a car for my wife and she got great at a great price!! Fidel was very helpful and
knowledgeable, only con was the vehicle wasn't ready but Fidel pulled some strings and I was
able to test drive it that day. Of the complaint but I never heard a call back. Very good response
and promptly. Salesman was very short I typically don't write negative reviews but feel
compelled to write one in this instance. I called the dealer and asked about the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class they had for sale. The sales guy said the vehicle is no longer available but he had
another for me - an Audi! If I wanted an Audi, I would have called for an Audi. This is the typical
switch-and-bait tactic unscrupulous dealers use. I purchased the truck. Worked thru a couple of
problems but am very pleased with their service and commitment to customer satisfaction. I will
solidly recommend them to anyone looking for a car or truck. They never respond they have an
email system that says someone will contact you but they never do. Horrible customer service.
I'm very dissatisfied with this dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the cash
price! They don't disclose that in the ads or their website and when I called them before going
there and told them that I was going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. Well received
by rep. For as long as it has existed, the BMW 3 Series has been the very definition of a sport
sedan, combining the driving dynamics of a sports car with the functionality of a five-passenger

vehicle. Over the years, a dizzying array of 3 Series models were built, but they all rest on a
stout, rear-wheel-drive platform, with all-wheel drive an option for most. Some people might
dismiss the BMW 3 Series as nothing more than a tired status symbol, but car enthusiasts know
this car is more about driving pleasure than impressing onlookers. And my, what a big grille it
has. For , the more powerful Mi arrived with a turbocharged 6-cylinder and the 8-speed sport
automatic. CarGurus recommends the i xDrive, which provides all the power, performance, and
luxury you could need in a thoroughly enjoyable package. Upcoming variants include the e
iPerformance plug-in hybrid that will return during the model year, and a new high-performance
M3 that we should see for or Yes, the seventh-generation 3 Series is expensive even in its basic
incarnation. Yes, adding options makes the price go sky high. But this BMW exudes refinement
with quality interior materials and sophistication thanks to intuitive technology. Best of all, like
every 3 Series before it, the car is fantastically fun to drive. In , CarGurus gave the i a score of 8.
A review of the Mi produced the same rating. Sedan, station wagon, and Gran Turismo
hatchback body styles were available, while BMW prepared to move the coupe and convertible
upscale to become the 4 Series. Multiple powertrains were offered for the sixth-generation 3
Series. They included turbocharged 4- and 6-cylinder gas engines, a turbodiesel 4-cylinder, a
hybrid, and a plug-in hybrid. Depending on the powertrain, the 3 Series had a manual or
automatic transmission and rear-wheel or AWD. Fuel economy improvements began in with the
ActiveHybrid 3. Based on a turbocharged 6-cylinder, it averaged 28 mpg, the same as a much
less powerful i. The d diesel did even better, averaging as much as 36 mpg. The plug-in hybrid
version, the e, earned a 72 MPGe rating when using a fully charged battery and got 31 mpg in
combined driving when driven as a hybrid. Only a few recalls befouled the sixth-generation 3
Series, but one of them is serious and relates to the Takata airbag recall. These were installed in
and coupes and convertibles, which were carried over fifth-generation cars. Otherwise, a
cooling problem cropped up for the diesel, while the M3 required structural and driveshaft
repair. Additional recalls related to the brakes and fuel pump. Nevertheless, this 3 Series offered
thrilling driving dynamics and a plethora of choices including a coupe, convertible, sedan, and
wagon. Most had an inline 6-cylinder engine, and this generation was the first 3 Series to get a
turbodiesel 6-cylinder in the U. It arrived in and averaged 27 mpg in combined driving. Notably,
the performance-tuned M3 had a V8 engine for the first and, so far, only time. Depending on the
vehicle, you could get a manual or automatic transmission, and rear-wheel or AWD. The
fifth-generation 3 Series used airbags from a Japanese supplier named Takata, and all of them
were recalled. Electrical issues also required recalls, along with a suspension issue for models,
a clutch issue for the M3, and drivetrain and cooling issues for the i and d. The result is the
beloved E Available in coupe, convertible, sedan, and station wagon form, all were powered by
an inline 6-cylinder engine of various sizes, and all could be equipped with a manual or
automatic transmission. Depending on the trim level, the car averaged between 18 mpg and 22
mpg in combined driving. At the time, few other luxury sport sedans offered the feature. The
SMG become an option for some non-M3 versions of the car starting in The fourth-generation 3
Series proved quite reliable in general, with few notable recalls. We still see tons of them on the
road, and hopefully, their owners have taken them back to the dealership to have the original
Takata airbags replaced. Almost every luxury automaker offers a compact sedan, but the BMW 3
Series is the car that sets the bar in the segment. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. BMW 3 Series. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Biltmore Motor Corp.
Miami, FL Request Information. Authorized BMW Dealer. Model Generations: to Present: Current
Generation BMW introduced the seventh-generation 3 Series for , and only in i sedan form
equipped with a turbocharged 4-cylinder engine and an 8-speed sport automatic transmission.
CarGurus reviewed the 3 Series in , giving it a score of 7. Shoppers Also Consider: Almost
every luxury automaker offers a compact sedan, but the BMW 3 Series is the car that sets the
bar in the segment. Read more. Yes, it does. And with the arrival of the BMW Mi, which slots
between the existing i and the forthcoming M3, th. Since , the BMW 3 Series has defined what a
small, sporty sedan should be. In its seventh generation, the 3 is very much in the zone it
created. Especially in new i guise, the BMW 3 Series is the real deal, an actual sports car
equipped with four doors, thrilling to drive under. Braman Miami. My BMW d is 6 years old with ,

miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will
continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great
engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation
of the ultimate driv I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first bimmer
btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The car is
amazing condition. It was very good deal with financing. Professional employees. Thank you.
Fast, friendly, knowledgeable service and neat, clean dealership. Will definitely be a repeat
customer. Dealer was friendly, the product turned out to be junk. It's been only a week and the
car already has to be seen by a mechanic for major brake issues on one side, suggesting prior
collision damage, unreported. Very helpful staff at Howdy Honda! It was a fast and simple sale.
Joe is a consummate professional and extremely knowledgeable sales representative. I very
much appreciated the opportunity to work with him on purchasing my Jaguar XJL! Great people
to work with. Had a lot of questions they answered and then some. Vehicle was just as
described. I love the personal care and how they treat you like family will always be my car
people Joe and Lori are the best this is my second car that I bought with them brut they took
great care of me before I needed a new car just love them. I rate my experience with Kings Auto
because of your salesman Herman at the top of my list. This dealer was a terrible experience. I
do not recommend them. Not friendly at all. No one helped me. Mark T. Car was not up for
financing because of the year but they had some other nice options available. Responsive and
professional people and atmosphere. Thank you Darwin for your help. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options,
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and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops,
photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius
10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
General Auto. Tomball, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Vijay reddy. Omaha,
NE Message Seller. Authorized BMW Dealer. Private Seller: Ryan. Request Information. My BMW
d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had
absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a
good combination of great engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury.
BMW stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy,
before driving this car not my first bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei
Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use CarGurus?

